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FOGA LITTERBIN
Eva Herdin
The Foga litterbin is a modern basket for recycling for indoor use, with laser cut text for clearer
sorting. Four individual modules can be grouped together to form a square, each positioned so
that an opening faces each outer side. Easily accessible, Foga signals a new direction for public
waste receptacles.

Dimensions

40-LITRE VERSION
Length: 31 cm
Width: 31 cm
Height: 60 cm
Weight 11 kg
80-LITRE VERSION
Length: 39 cm
Width: 39 cm
Height: 75 cm
Weight 25 kg

https://nola.se/en/products/foga-2/

Product number

Ö16-56/40 Foga litterbin 40 litre.
Ö16-56/80D Foga litterbin 80 litre front opening.
B11-06 any color, start up fee.

Assembly

Fully assembled.

Variants

40-litres and 80-litres. The 80-litre version is
equipped with wheels and can also be ordered with
a door in the front.
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Materials

Powder-coated steel available with a thickness of 2
mm.
The bag holder is made in 5 mm steel.
The 80-litre bin is ﬁtted with wheels made in plastic.
The standard colour is light grey Gris 2150 Sablé.
Other colours are available upon request.

Additional description number

GS for Gris 2150 Sablé.
V for white Ivoire Blanche.
C for any color for a start up fee.

Placement

Freestanding. The base can be bolted to a ﬁxed
surface.

Maintenance

Polyester powder-coated steel can be repainted with
alkyd oil enamel when needed.

Character

Foga is a streamlined contemporary litterbin that
can be used individually or conﬁgured into groups.

NOLA INDUSTRIER AB
For 40 years, Nola Industrier has developed and honed ideas, products and visions for urban spaces.
We collaborates with Sweden’s leading designers and architects from concept to manufacture, with
sustainable production taking place exclusively in Sweden. Nola stands for quality, aesthetic and
sustainable design over time. We make urban environments a little bit more beautiful, and a whole lot
easier to live in.
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